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CAMA LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
by Willie Vanderpol, Market Development - Southwestern, ON, SeCan
renda Trask’s spirited and long-running career in
Canadian agriculture began on her family’s dairy
farm in Alma, Ontario. Her rural upbringing
poised her to make her career debut in public relations
as an Ontario Dairy Princess in 1974. Shortly thereafter
Brenda earned a Bachelor of Science Degree
(Agricultural Economics) from the University of
Guelph and moved on to
work for employers
including Farm Credit
Corporation, Dairy
Farmers of Ontario, and
Pride Seed. Along the
way she founded Brenda
Trask & Associates, her
own communications
consulting company. To
date twenty plus seed
brands and industry
organizations have
entrusted her with their
Brenda Trask
event management,
advertising, public
relations and fund raising.
Brenda now has two grown daughters, resides in
Osgoode, Ontario, and leads agri-marketing efforts
for SeCan. She still visits her family’s dairy operation
in Alma whenever she can. As Manager of
Communications at SeCan, Brenda oversees all national
and regional SeCan brand communications, advertising,
and public relations. Her work collectively supports
SeCan member seed businesses who grow, process, and
sell pedigreed seed across Canada.
She advocates for members’ success and the
betterment of the Canadian seed industry in support of
farmers and exporters. As the seed space in Canada
shifts its focus to a Variety Use Agreement system and
moves to amalgamate several groups into one national
seed organization, Brenda has been engaged to support
SeCan members in whatever ways she can.
Continual industry changes drive her to remain
focused on shifting Canadian agriculture in a positive
direction.
During her time with SeCan, Brenda’s event
management expertise has been showcased at multiple
well-run conferences. Striving to make an impression
through the events she plans, Brenda understands
people in today’s society have limited time and
attention spans. She seeks to create memorable and
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unique impressions on event attendees by making them
feel special. She achieves this sentiment by selecting the
right venue, entertainment, and food. Her skills and
aptitudes have been instrumental in management of a
long list of events including the International Seed
Federation World Seed Congress in 2010, 2016 and 2018
joint conferences between the Canadian Workshop on
Fusarium Head Blight and the Canadian Wheat
Symposium, and the 2018 and 2020 Durum Summit
events.
Brenda juggles planning for these large events while
also being involved in preparations for other annual
occasions such the Ontario Agricultural Hall of Fame
Association’s induction ceremony and the Best of
CAMA awards.
As her career has progressed Brenda has become
increasingly inclined to mentor those she works with.
She especially enjoys mentoring females in agriculture,
and has done so in the past five years with several
marketing assistants, interns, and office administrators.
Her influence goes beyond current and former
employees at SeCan to those she interacts with
elsewhere. Her support for others in the industry,
whether it be by giving a reference or connecting them
with a potential employer, has been impactful and
far-reaching.
For the duration of her career Brenda has been an
outgoing member in support of many industry groups
including CAMA. She has been actively involved in the
Eastern Canadian Farm Writers’ Association, the
Ontario Agricultural College Alumni Foundation, 4-H
Ontario, 4-H Canada, and the Ontario Agricultural
Hall of Fame.
And if anyone embodies what it means to be a
passionate and engaged CAMA member, it is Brenda.
For over 30 years she has actively participated within
her provincial chapter. She was the CAMA Ontario
president in 1987-88, has given back to the organization
through the student chapter at the University of
Guelph, and helps to direct the annual Best of CAMA
awards program.
Those who know Brenda will agree the Ontario
Chapter and CAMA overall remain strong and vibrant
because of energetic, active members like her. Her
longstanding commitment to public relations,
marketing, and event management in Canadian
agriculture makes Brenda a very deserving recipient of
the 2020 CAMA Lifetime Achievement Award. AM
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